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About This Content

The soundtrack for Luna Sky - the adventure platformer from Vovoid Media Technologies.

It includes all levels plus the ending song - "Run, daughter of machines, run" performed by Ashleigh Ball.

And as a bonus track - a club remix of "Run, daughter of machines, run" by Marcus Johansson.

Track list:

01 - Anticipation
02 - Crystalline Expanse

03 - Crystalline Fold
04 - Decadent Fields
05 - Ekistic Infinity

06 - Spectrographic Stellarium
07 - Inner Escape

08 - Run daughter of machines
09 - Welcome To the World

10 - Goodbye, but why
11 - Run Daughter of Machines - Marras RMX
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KA2-TRPW
buuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

go and see my review of the first one cause its like this same!

so king arthur 2 takes place in time after all legends of King arthur ends. sounds awesome? its is awseome you are king arthurs
son and you will have to fight of fomorians, humans, more fomorians, and more humans. but ok
let me say whats what is bad in the game

scripting and game mechanics- buuuuuuuuuuuuuu they are just ruining the game! land battles didnt change from KA 1 ( and
thanks god cause if they would try, they would be even worse) campaign map is heavy storie driven... to heavy storie driven- in
first KA it was like more total war expirience- here its just su***! and since everything depends on campaign map mechanic
everything suffers from it. so yeah... mechanics and scripting bad...

whats good?

damn everything else is good! and its even better than in the KA 1 !

pre play- you could play a pre play of KA2 where you was roman commander who stationed in britan- you know in britan where
is magic!- and storie of it was gooooooooooooood, was so goooooood that you ended up us a evil emperor of hadrian wall with
ghost legioners at your command. AWESOME and KA 2 take places after those events. and you fight the Emperor !

storie- is AWESOME, now every quest is voiced, and you as a protagonist have to work with morgana le fay and lancelot to
restore the kingdom. (its not like lancelot is acused of wounding king arthur. and morgana well... we all now who morgana was ).
if you liked storie in KA 1 you will like the storie of KA 2

atmosphere and designe - its better than it was and even the troops variety is biger:) but thanks to new leveling system of troops
ots totaly ruined.

new feature- new buildings- new diplomacy mechanics- new artifacts and posibility of creating your own artifacs. just yeah!

so what can be said about KA2? you should play the first one in the first place. secendly you have to be open minded for
evrething it comes here. and you have to find this inner strenght ( and cheats , and easy mod) just to play game for the stories,
and be blind for the games broken mechanics.

i would rate this game like 3/10 dor its mechanics and 9/10 for storie ( cant just give 10/10 for stories cause stories are affected
by game mechanic and cause of that some of them are yrg...). so like 5 /10 for the whole? (should be 6 by math but echanics are
really that bad)

. I grabbed this game while it was on sale and I don't regret it. It has a very rich story and I didn't realize how much I missed
until after the game was over. To me, it's a nostalgia game. Kind of like the old SSI Dungeons and Dragons games. If you're old
like me, that might appeal to you.

MANY words of caution though. This game is ♥♥♥♥ing hard. Some games like to hold your hand. This game uses its hands to
choke you. That was just Normal difficulty. I eventually said, "♥♥♥♥ it" and lowered it to Casual. From there, most fights
were a breeze but there were still boss fights that were kind of tricky.

If you play, try it on Normal first. When you're fed up with it, drop to Casual and enjoy the story.

Oh and always have lockpicks on you.. 10/10 giant catfish came back and Yuuka♥♥♥♥ are on suicide watch. I LIKE THIS
GAME AWESOME GRAPHICS sweeeeeeeeet!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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LIKE THE EXPLOSIONS AND VEHICLES NICE JOB. Yeah this game has been abandoned by the Devs. Go f*** yourselves
for another Greenlight rip off.
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Its absolutelely gorgeous! The story, the music, everything! So much time went into making this game and I played it for 2 hours
straight. Once you complete the story line, there is really nothing else to do. Except maybe pvp with your friends. Nevertheless,
worth every spent. You will not be dissapointed if you buy this game!. Simple, addictive and cheap
i love it. \udb40\udc21. Funny simple game. +rep for dev :). The game was pretty short, contained quite some bugs (see list at
the bottom) but the worst of it is the decreasing challenge. The levels actually get easier when you progress. I had the feeling the
developer didn't do the math and had his levels not tested on shortest routs.
There were levels that you needed to compleet in 24 steps to get three stars, I finished it in 5 steps. That is ridiculous! The
higher the level set the more steps you have to compleet the level on three stars, therefore increasing the number of solutions for
the level, making it easier.

The concept is nice, but the game didn't work it out properly because of the lack of polishing.

Bugs:
- Navigation bugs (when selecting a level set for example, the game just doesn't do anything)
- Freeze on level completion (the red circle gets zoomed in, and thats it, no stars, no menu, nothing)
- Number of stars awarded is sometimes two, although it was definitly within the amount needed for three.
- Visualisation bugs, sometimes the required number of steps for three stars wasn't displayed.
- Achievement bug, I never clicked a black circle, though the achievement suggest I did. I received it when I clicked a regular
circle. . Uninstalled it!The Game handles like a shopping Trolley,looks average and just is'nt enjoyable.I cant recommend
it,sorry!. the only complaint that I could think of is that it could have been a bit longer but otherwise I think it's very good.. If
you played this as a kid, you'd love it
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